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Abstract A short (~250 lines) AutoHotKey script is described, which performs cyclic post-
modifications of keyboard entries when certain designated modifier keys are pressed immediately 
after the keys to be modified. The replacement rules are supplied by the user in a .ini file. HotKey 
activated GUI and tray menu items are used to enable ANSI code character replacement rings, 
Unicode replacement rings or none, separately in each window. In the .ini file program names can 
be listed to default for any of these three possibilities. For not listed applications the script 
determines the initial replacement type based on the capabilities of the application. The current 
replacement type can be changed any time, and saved as the default in the .ini file. Tray icons 
always show the active replacement type in the foreground application. 

 
AutoHotKey 
 
AHK, the shorthand for AutoHotKey, is a scripting language interfacing MS Windows internal 
functions and implementing new ones. It is 

• Free & open source (GNU General Public License).  
• A keyboard, joystick, and mouse remapper.  
• A word recognition engine that expands abbreviations as typed (auto-replace).  
• A simple yet powerful hotkey (shortcut key) scripting language, supporting both mouse 

and keyboard macros.  
• A regular scripting language. 
• Includes a script compiler that converts a script to an EXE. 
• Includes AutoScriptWriter, a macro recorder. 

AHK version 1.0.31.04 was used to develop the SKey.ahk script, and the supplied compiler 
created the SKey.exe stand alone program, which provides the key replacement functions when 
executed. If the un-compiled script is to be used, AHK has to be installed in the target computer. 
 
Keyboard layout 
 
The AHK Send command simulates keystrokes or sends ANSI characters to the active window. If 
an application does not support the ALT-NumPad Keys method, or some other keyboard-only 
way for entering Unicode characters, we have to change the Windows keyboard driver to 
generate those Unicode characters and send them to the active application. Since AHK can 
control keystrokes, defining a special keyboard layout, with all the Unicode characters needed, 
will allow us to enter those Unicode characters in any application. AHK scripts will send the 
necessary keyboard entries to make the keyboard driver send the corresponding Unicode 
characters to the active application. 
 
Some programs, like the Windows 2000 Notepad or PowerPoint and many standard Windows 
Edit controls used in web forms can handle Unicode characters. However, there are only two 
standard Windows methods for Unicode inputs: cut-and-paste from other applications (like the 



Windows Character Map) or via the keyboard driver. (For example, with the Alt-Numpad method 
in MS Word 2002 in Windows 2000 Alt-945 gives the character α, but in Notepad entering Alt-
945 has the same result as Alt-177, showing an OEM font character "▒". Entering Alt-0945 has 
the same effect as Alt-0177, showing the ANSI character "±". Notepad just ignores the high order 
byte of the Unicode: 177 = 945 mod 256.) 
 
Unicode characters are provided by a specially designed keyboard layout: Humer1. It was created 
with MSKLC (Microsoft Keyboard Layout Creator 1.3.4073.0.): 
http://www.microsoft.com/globaldev/tools/msklc.mspx. 
MSKLC also generates the necessary installation files: Under the menu item "Project" select 
"Build DLL and Setup Package". It creates and installable package, the keyboard name with .msi 
extension. Opening it (e.g. by double clicking) installs the new keyboard driver. It can be used 
after adding to the Installed Services 
- In Windows 2000: under the Control Panel/Keyboard/Input Locales/Change: Add "Unicodes 

on US keyboard". 
- In Windows XP: Control Panel/Regional and Language Options, Languages tab, Details 

button. It brings up the Text Services and Input Languages window. In the Installed Services 
group click on the Add button. In the next window check the box Keyboard Layout/ME and 
from the corresponding drop-down list select "Unicodes on US keyboard". 

Having added the new keyboard layout, the original US keyboard has to be removed or disabled. 
After  rebooting the new keyboard sends the desired Unicode characters to all applications ever 
after. (Some of them don't know what to do with Unicode, so be careful.) 
 
32 Dead Keys are defined, each modifying any of the 94 the subsequent keys, possible to directly 
enter on any US keyboard (ignoring SPACE, and the Decimal point). These are enough for all 
non Asian Unicode characters, like accented Latin, Greek, Russian letters, Math symbols, 
diacritical marks, etc. There are 2939 such characters above the ANSI code 0xC0. 
 
Defining new layouts starts with loading a current keyboard layout into MSKLC. Choose the 
keys, which will act as "dead keys". They do not produce an output until one more key is pressed. 
If these keys are defined to modify themselves to give the original key, all what is lost is that this 
key has to be pressed twice to get its original behavior. Dead keys can even be Ctrl-Alt-Sift 
modified ones, which are almost never used in standard Windows applications. (Two remarkable 
exceptions are Ctrl-Sift-1 and Ctrl-Shift-6, which have functions in several versions of MS 
Word). 
 
Having these dead keys, we can assign as many Unicode characters to (modified) keys as we 
want or run out of keys. If that happens, we have to define a further dead key. The dead keys need 
to have some associated ANSI character. We chose ones, not on the standard US keyboard: À, Á, 
Â, Ã, Ä, Å… These will be used by AHK to fire up the dead keys. The Alt-Numpad input of 
these characters is not affected in a Windows application, because the keyboard driver is not 
involved in there. 
 
If Unicode characters are rarely needed, this keyboard layout will be sufficient: a dead key like 
Ctrl-Alt-Shift-Q can be pressed, and the following character will be modified, as specified in the 
keyboard driver. However, this method requires the user to remember which key is modified to 
give what Unicode character. If you make a mistake, you have to backspace and try it again. This 
is why the post modifier method is superior. You press a key first, than modify it with a hotkey in 
a cycle, the last change always visible on screen, until you find what you need. Defining many 
small cycles work better than the dead key method.  
 



Character sets 
 
There is a Windows method to ask an application about its capability of handling Unicode 
(SendMessage 0x55,,3,,A and as a response set error level of 2 means Unicode is OK). However, 
not all applications respond correctly, like Wolfram Mathematica doesn't report that it handles 
Unicode, but it shows them correctly on the screen. Therefore, we have to provide also a manual 
method for the user to specify which ring, if any, he wants to use in the active window. This 
setting will remain in effect until changed or the window is closed. 
 
The user can provide also a default list in a ".ini" file, telling which applications receive Unicode 
characters, like MS Word and WordPad, which ones receive only ANSI, like MultiEdit, or for 
which ones are no key modifications allowed, like for MATLAB. This list can be edited in the 
.ini file with a text editor or updated by saving the active setting in the foreground application as 
the default for the future. 
 
If a character code smaller than 256 is sent to an application without a leading 0, most of the time 
not the ANSI representation will be shown, but an OEM character, which is taken from the now 
obsolete code page, depending on the language settings of the computer. Because of that, the 
character appearing on screen will be different in different countries. Nevertheless, for using on a 
single computer, in some applications these OEM characters can provide a few more alternative 
symbols, although they are also in the Unicode character set of Windows: 
 

☺ ☻ ♥ ♦ ♣ ♠ • ◘ ○ ◙ ♂ ♀ ♪ ♫ ☼ ► ◄ ↕ ‼ ¶ § ▬ ↨ ↑ ↓ → ← ∟ ↔ ▲ ▼ 
 
INI file 
 
The file name of the key post modifier executable or AHK script with the extension .ini is the 
filename of the initialization file, which has to be in the same directory as the program. As written 
the program is SKey.exe, with SKey.ini, but they can be renamed together. 
 
It has 4 sections: HotKeys, ProcessDefaults, ANSIcodeRings and UnicodeRings. The section 
Hotkeys defines the ForwardKey and the BackwardKey, which modify the last entered character 
in a cycle, back and forth. The section ProcessDefaults has three keys: ANSI, Unicode and OFF. 
Their values are comma delimited filenames, which will default to the corresponding character 
set, or no key modifications are performed for them. The ring sections are none standard, having 
space separated replacement rings in separate lines. 
 
[HotKeys] 
ForwardKey=[ 
BackwardKey=] 
 
[ProcessDefaults] 
ANSI=Mew32.exe,sbrowser.exe,pdexplo.exe 
Unicode=WinWord.exe,PowerPnt.exe,WordPad.exe,Notepad.exe,IEXPLORE.EXE 
OFF=Mathematica.exe,MathKernel.exe,Matlab.exe,Calc.exe 
 
[ANSIcodeRings] 
 
[UnicodeRings] 
 



HotKeys, Menus, Icons 
 
In the sample SKey.ini file two HotKeys are specified, such that "[" is used to cycle trough the 
defined substitution characters, "]" is used to cycle backwards. They can be changed. 
 
Ctrl and "[" together with "]" (to avoid conflicts with other SW) opens a simple GUI, where the 
key substitution type can be set, reset to default or set as default for the future. All controls have 
shortcut keys, which are underlined. The current replacement type is pre-selected and also the 
icon in the Window header shows it: 
 

 
 
When the script is started a tray menu is created. Its icon ( ,  or ) reflects the current key 
substitution type for the foreground window. It is updated 4 times a second. When the mouse 
pointer rests on this icon for a second a ToolTip gives the description of the script 
(PostModifiers) and the current replacement type (e.g. Unicode). 
 
Right-Clicking on the tray icon opens up the menu. The lower part contains the standard AHK 
menu items, while the top block allows setting ANSI- or Unicode substitutions, or none, or the 
default is activated. The script can be reset to its initial mode in every window or the current 
substitution mode is saved as future default for the foreground process. The same functionality 
with the same shortcut keys is provided as in the GUI window. 
 

 

 

Tray menu: script Tray Menu: executable 

 



Post modifiers 
 
Many keyboard drivers provide dead keys, which are pre-modifiers, that is, a character, like "~" 
modifies the next typed letter. For example, typing "~o" results in the character "õ". The 
drawback of this method is the need for many modifier keys (if we want memorize-able layouts). 
Also, the modified key cannot be modified further. Even if you could define key combinations, 
like "~~o" for "ö", you would not see the replacement until it is final. The post modifier rings we 
describe below show always a candidate replacement, and if it is not what you wanted, just keep 
on modifying it in cycle, until the desired one appears. 
 
If you want the modifier keys to act normally for just one time, click a mouse button, press Esc 
before the next character, or press any other key, like Space, which has no modifications, and 
delete its output (Backspace) afterwards. Exiting or pausing this script or suspending HotKeys 
restores the normal keyboard behavior. They are done by right-clicking on the appropriate tray 
icon ,  or  of AutoHotKey (to open the tray menu) and choosing the desired item. Normal 
keyboard behavior is also restored by disabling the character substitution with the appropriate 
GUI- or tray menu command: OFF. 
 
With post modifiers the last typed keyboard entries get modified if one of the two modifier keys 
is pressed immediately after them. This script can uses any keys, as specified in the SKey.ini file, 
to cycle back and forth among the modified characters. (In the .ini file, under section HotKeys, 
ForwardKey and BackwardKey. In the sample SKey.ini they are "]" and "[".) These opposite 
directions of cycling through the possible replacement characters are very useful for longer 
cycles. When you missed the right character, just use the other key to get back to it, instead of 
going through the whole list. The modifier keys are easy to be replaced by other keys of your 
choice, like "\" and "`" (this later one is the escape character in the script, so in some cases it has 
to be repeated: "``"). Some substitution rings have to be modified, too, to avoid conflicts with the 
new HotKeys.  
 
Key rings 
 
You can extend or change the set of modified characters by changing the lines of character rings 
or by adding new ones in the .ini file (SKey.ini), as follows: 
 
− The Unicode character rings are stored in the .ini file under section [UnicodeRings] 
− The ANSI code rings are in the .ini file under section [ANSIcodeRings] 
− Each line in ring descriptions corresponds to a set of characters the post modifier keys cycle 

through (the character rings). 
o The first character is the key on the keyboard, the character to be modified 
o The second entry (separated by a SPACE) represents the first modified character. It is 

either an ANSI code character, like ä (entered by typing ALT-132 or copied from the 
Windows Character Map) or a dead key combination: the ANSI character assigned to 
the dead key and the character to be modified. E.g. "Êr" corresponds to the Unicode 
character ⅓ in the Humer1 keyboard layout. If the desired ANSI character is a dead 
key, we have to use the corresponding dead key combination from the code file: 
Humer1.doc. (E.g. Ú is entered as "À:", Ü is entered as "À<"). 

o The next character (separated by SPACE) is the third version of the key 
o and so on. There is no limit for the length of the replacement rings, but long rings 

(longer than 15) slow down typing. 
 



The sample rings in the .ini file contain a relatively large set of math symbols, Greek, German 
and Hungarian letters. For other languages different letters have to be used. The most often used 
ones should be close to the beginning or to the end. 
 
Internal data representation 
 
The character rings are entered in the simplest possible format. To be able to process the 
keystrokes faster, the script performs a load-time conversion, which only takes a fraction of a 
second. This can be done manually, too, and the resulting variable assignments can be included in 
the body of the script. The conversion routine takes the SPACE separated components of the lines 
in the .ini file. Currently no format error check is performed. 
 
For the case of ANSI and for Unicode each ring of characters has a small array of constants 
defined. For the character to be modified in a particular ring the constants are named with the 
letter "n" or "u" (aNsi│Unicode) followed by the key to be modified, an "_" and an index 
incremented in the array convention. As an example, let's chose the letter "a" to be modified in a 
ring. The ASCI value of "a" is 97. The first constant, u97_0 is named as follows: "u" (for 
Unicode, or "n" in the other set for ANSI) concatenated with the ASCI code "97" and with the 
index "_0". Its value is the number of modified versions of "a" in the ring, in our example below 
it is 4. The next constant is u97_1, the original character "a". The following entries, u97_2 
…u97_4 are the modified versions, in our case they are the codes of "á", "ä" and "α".  
 
u97_0 = 4 ; number of character variants 
u97_1 = a ; key to be modified,"a" = variant 1 
u97_2 = á ; second variant, á 
u97_3 = ä ; third variant, ä 
u97_4 = Ùh ; last variant, α 
 
Details of the script 
 
When a normal key is entered in the keyboard, the foreground application processes it and also 
our script saves it temporarily. It selects the character ring, whose characters are replaced in a 
cycle if one of the modifier keys are pressed subsequently. When a post-modifier key is entered, 
it is captured by a HotKey routine. If the last normal key has no modifications or the 
replacements are disabled, the modifier key is sent to the application unchanged. Otherwise a 
counter is updated in the script, pointing to the appropriate variant in the character ring belonging 
to the last (saved) normal key. That is the character-variant the application receives from our 
script, after deleting the last character in the application with a {Backspace}. This way the 
application only sees the modifier key if it has nothing to modify, so no unwanted action is 
triggered by the modifier key in the application, and no processing delay occurs. 
 
Insert or Overstrike editing mode 
 
In some applications, like MS Word, in overstrike mode this method erases one extra character in 
the current paragraph. There was an easy fix for this overstrike problem (replace {Backspace} 
with {Left} in the HotKey definitions) but other applications, like MultiEdit 9, work correctly 
with {Backspace}. Unfortunately, there is no universal way to find out if the application is in 
insert-, or in overwrite mode, and then to figure out which method works there. Insert mode is 
more common (e.g. Notepad in Windows 2000 stays always in insert mode, like the standard Edit 
controls), so the script is written to handle that in most applications correctly. We only rely on 
Backspace to erase the previous character and the application using the standard Windows 
keyboard driver. 



 
Timer for detecting change of foreground window 
 
Four times in a second a timer calls a subroutine, which reads the ID of the active window. If it 
changes to a not yet seen window, the default ring substitution type (ANSI, Unicode or none) is 
determined from the .ini file. If no default is specified, the substitution type is determined from 
the capabilities of the corresponding process. The window ID and the substitution type are 
attached to a list. 
 
If the window was seen before, its ID is already in the list. In this case the current substitution 
type is taken from the list and the tray icon gets changed accordingly. If the type is changed by 
the user (via the tray menu or the GUI), the list is updated to the selected replacement type. 
 
Removing closed windows 
 
There are many short lived windows, like massage boxes and pop up windows. They all get into 
the ID list when they are in the foreground, and some input control of theirs might need character 
substitution. These windows soon make the ID list very long. To prevent that, each time the timer 
routine checks a possible window change first it removes the leading entry from the ID list. If the 
corresponding window still exists, this ID is added back to the end of the list. This way the ID list 
remains always short. 
 
Character Ring considerations 
 
The advantage of the incremented index method (compared to looking up the normally entered or 
modified key at the insertion point and choose the appropriate actions accordingly) is that the 
same modified character can appear in more than one ring. It could help memorizing it. E.g. a 
multiplication dot "·" can be a modified version of the period "." (similar form), but also a 
modified version of the multiplication sign, the asterisk "*" (related meaning). Similarly, "ω" can 
appear in the ring of "o", corresponding to the same sound the letters stand for, but also in the 
ring of "w", being similar in shape. The disadvantage is that we cannot continue an interrupted 
modification ring. After a pop-up window or message box the half-way modified character has to 
be erased and the base character entered again to start over. This happens rarely and the extra 
work the user has to perform is minimal, so we chose the incremented index method. Also, 
currently there is no simple universal way in AutoHotKey to retrieve the character at the insertion 
point. Mark-and-copy to the clipboard is done with different keys in different applications and the 
keyboard actions have side effects in applications, like MS Word (e.g. bookmarks added). 
 
Alternatives 
 
As mentioned earlier, other post modifier keys are possible, too. Especially, "\" and "`" make a 
logical set of choices, but function keys, numeric keypad entries are all viable (although slower, 
being not in the main keyboard area). One could also use many post modifiers, related to the 
modification they perform. It can be like: 
 
o' → ó, o:→ ö, o"→ ő, o`→ ò, o^→ ô, o~→ õ, o_→ ō, o&→ ŏ, a@→ å, etc. 
 
Since most people need only a few of these diacritical letters often enough to justify the creation 
of the corresponding modifier rings, we chose the present implementation with fewer modifiers 
but longer character rings. However, it is straightforward to modify the script to accommodate 



many modifier keys. We have to define new HotKey modifier keys in the .ini file and put the 
corresponding character rings in new sections, appropriately named with the modifier key and the 
Unicode/ANSI character set. 
 
MS Office AutoCorrect 
 
If most of the time the modified characters are used in MS Word or PowerPoint, their 
AutoCorrect feature allows a simple, flexible and fast solution for entering special characters. 
Even the suitable font can be chosen if the "Formatted text" option is selected. Unfortunately, 
repeated post modifiers don’t work, like a\→ á, a\\→ ä or á\→ ä, because the first backslash 
triggers the replacement and replaced characters don't trigger AutoCorrect any more. Fortunately, 
there are rarely used three keys next to each other "[", "]" and "\" on the keyboard, so the 
following character combinations are really fast to type and provide up to four modified 
characters for regular ones: 
 
a[→ á,  a]→ ä,  a\→ α  or 
o[→ ó, o]→ ö, o\]→ ő,  o\[ → ω 
 
You can also use TEX-like sequences in AutoCorrect, like 
 
\alpha → α,  \Sigma → Σ,  \plusminus → ± 
 
or shape related replacements, like 
 
(-- → ∈,  (-/ → ∉,  (_ → ⊂,  (= → ⊆,  (/ → ⊄,  _) → ⊃,  =) → ⊇,  /_ → ∠,  ==> → ⇒ 
 
or meaning related ones, like 
 
+- → ±,  :) → ☺,  >= → ≥ 
 
The only thing to remember is that no AutoCorrect string should be a substring of another. 


